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- DNA methylation profiles identify epigenetically regulated host factors associated with immune 

control of HIV infection. Presentació a càrrec de Bruna Oriol 

Background: Different host factors and immune parameters have been linked to the control of the HIV 

infection1. However, the epigenetic regulation of such factors and their impact on HIV latency have not 

been systematically addressed. Using a microarray-based analysis, our aim was to identify host genome 

methylation signatures predictive of HIV control. 

Methods: The DNA methylome in total peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) from untreated HIV-

infected subjects with high (>100,000; n=41) or low (<10,000; n=29) HIV plasma viral load (RNA copies/ml, 

pVL) was determined using the Illumina-450K-array. Quantile-normalized methylation data was expressed 

as beta values. Differentially methylated positions (DMPs) between the two comparison groups were 

obtained from a regression model adjusted by confounder variables2: age, gender, CD4 counts and cell 

type composition of PBMC, estimated with a deconvolution algorithm implemented in Minfi R package 3,4. 

To gain biological insight, we conducted random forest, clustering, gene enrichment and correlation 

analyses with virological and immunological parameters. Results were validated by quantitative real-time 

PCR (qRT-PCR) in the participants of this study and in additional cohorts of HIV-infected individuals. 

Results: The different multivariate and univariate analyses coupled to gene enrichment procedures5, 

revealed epigenetically regulated differences in the expression levels of antiviral and interferon inducible 

genes between the two groups. Individual factors were identified that positively (e.g. TLK1 and CXCR5) or 

negatively (e.g. PARP9 and IFI27) correlated with levels of pVL (Rho>0.6) and/or proviral reservoir 

(Rho>0.5) in total PBMC. The strongest association was found for PARP9, which was hypomethylated in 

subjects with high viremia and as expected, highly expressed when validated with qRT-PCR. Additionally, 

PARP9 appeared to be essential for the classification of participants in the two HIV groups (high and low 

viremics) when assessed by random forest analysis. Finally, in the additional cohorts, high expression of 

PARP9 gene was related to situations of uncontrolled viral replication, such as individuals in acute HIV 

infection or chronically infected individuals not receiving antiretroviral therapy (cART). 

Conclusions: Multi-facetted statistical analyses of genome-wide methylation analyses revealed several 

potential new antiviral factors that are epigenetically dysregulated upon HIV infection. In particular, 

PARP9, an ADP-ribosyl transferase involved in the cellular stress response to oxidative stress, DNA repair 

and pathogen infection, was identified as an epigenetically regulated factor that could be involved in HIV 

control6. Statistical evidence of epigenetic control was also noted for an extended number of additional 

host proteins that have been associated with different pathways and mechanisms of host defense against 

HIV. These factors offer the opportunity for further functional analyses to determine their physiological role 

in in-vivo HIV control. 

- Using simulation studies to evaluate statistical methods. Taller-presentació a càrrec de Marta 

Bofill i Jordi Cortés 

Simulation studies are computer experiments which involve creating data by pseudorandom sampling. The 

key strength of simulation studies is the ability to understand the behaviour of statistical methods because 

some ‘truth’ is known from the process of generating the data. This allows us to consider properties of 

methods, such as bias. While widely used, simulation studies are often poorly designed, analysed and 

reported. This article outlines the rationale for using simulation studies and offers guidance for design, 

execution, analysis, reporting and presentation. In particular, we provide: a structured approach for 

planning and reporting simulation studies; coherent terminology for simulation studies; guidance on coding 

simulation studies; a critical discussion of key performance measures and their computation; ideas on 

structuring tabular and graphical presentation of results; and new graphical presentations. 


